Background: Establishing the routes of exposure is a fundamental component of the risk assessment process for every dangerous substance. The present study systematically reviews the available literature to assess the relevance of the different routes and forms of exposure that are of concern for the protection of workers during the manufacture, handling, or end-use of engineered nanomaterials (ENMs). Methods: A systematic review of the peer-reviewed literature published between 2000 and 2015 was completed. Only studies including measurements of inhalation or dermal exposure were selected and used to identify the exposure situations for which the measurements were collected. The identified exposure situations were grouped based on the type of ENM (i.e. carbon nanotubes and fibres, silicon-based, titanium dioxide, other metal oxides, pure elemental metals, and other ENMs) and activity involved. The grouped exposure situations were assessed to provide a conclusion regarding the likelihood, form, and route of exposure. Assessment of the likelihood of exposure was based on well-defined criteria using a previously established decision logic for inhalation exposure and the outputs from measurements and/or conceptual models for dermal/ingestion exposure. For each combination of nano-activity and type of ENM, the aggregated likelihood across all relevant individual assessments was used to draw conclusions about the relevance of both the inhalation and dermal/ingestion routes. Based on the quality of the data, the strength of the evidence was also evaluated. Results: One hundred and seven studies were identified during the review process, reporting 424 individual exposure assessments. Measurement data were limited for dermal/ingestion exposure and for inhalation exposure for downstream use and end-of-life. However, the data provided
high-quality evidence that in occupational settings all three routes can be of relevance for exposure
Introduction
Manufacture and use of nanotechnology products is rapidly expanding worldwide (Wijnhoven et al., 2011; Savolainen, 2014) . Engineered nanomaterials (ENMs) are used in a broad range of applications including the development of advanced materials, coatings, display technologies and electronics, printing, nutrition, cosmetics, textiles, and pharmaceutical drugs (Piccinno et al., 2012) . This rapid expansion naturally leads to an increased potential for occupational exposure to these agents, warranting a need for prevention and effective measures to control their exposure.
Efficacies of exposure control measures such as containment, ventilation, substitution, process changes as well as use of personal protective equipment (PPE) have been tested in several studies (Oksel et al., 2016) . In addition, control banding has been suggested as a useful tool to evaluate the risks of ENMs (Sánchez et al., 2016) . The need for and type of exposure control is determined by the correct identification of the risks from exposure to the ENM. Correct identification of the routes of exposure is essential as it determines both the method of exposure assessment to be followed and the Risk Management Methods (RMM) used to control exposure (Sadhra, 2008) .
When it comes to occupational exposure from ENMs, identification of evidence of exposure is not a straightforward process. Most of the available research to date has primarily focused on determining airborne concentrations, with the potential for exposure through other routes being largely ignored (Van Duuren-Stuurman et al., 2010; Brouwer et al., 2016) . In addition, even in the case of airborne exposures, the exposure strategies have been far from standardized. An additional complication is that the use of non-specific direct reading instruments to measure nano-sized particles in air does not allow differentiation between the engineered nanoparticles and other particles generated as by-products of the process, as emissions from combustion engines or electrical motors or from outdoor/environmental sourced particles. The measurement and discrimination of ENMs from background particles requires comprehensive and carefully designed measurement campaigns involving various instruments. Integration of the results from these different data sources is a great challenge not only within a single study perspective but also for the pooling of evidence available across studies towards drawing of overall conclusions (Kuhlbusch et al., 2011; Brouwer et al., 2013; Bekker et al., 2015) .
Recently, standardized approaches for measuring inhalation exposures to ENMs in the workplace have been developed, alongside relevant decision criteria for the interpretation of the survey results (Methner et al., 2010b; Brouwer et al., 2013; Bekker et al., 2015) . These approaches provide, through their suggested criteria for data interpretation, a great opportunity for the performance of more straightforward comparisons between the findings from different studies. Furthermore, the identification of the most relevant routes of exposure for an exposure scenario will inform the choice exposure control measures which are likely to be most effective in reducing the total body burden of exposure while simultaneously informing future research needs through the identification of gaps in the existing data (Cherrie et al., 2006) .
We have therefore systematically reviewed the available literature and assessed the relevance of the different routes and forms of exposure that are of concern for the protection of workers during the manufacture, handling, or end-use of ENMs. This study was part of a World Health Organization (WHO) project to develop guidelines for protecting workers from potential risks of manufactured nanomaterials particularly among lowand medium-income countries (WHO, 2018) . However, the findings, their interpretation, and the conclusions of the study are those of the authors and do not necessarily represent those of the WHO including its views, policies, and decisions. A recently published systematic review within the same initiative addressed issues concerning the magnitude of exposure and the situations relevant to inhalation exposure in workplaces (Debia et al., 2016) .
Methods
This review followed a modified PICO (population, intervention, control, and outcomes) format (Stone, 2002; Aslam and Emmanuel, 2010) . PICO is a framework that ensures transparency and reproducibility of the review findings by setting criteria of eligibility, parameters of data extraction, analysis, and interpretation of the synthesized results. We defined Population as the workers or workplaces involved in the handling of ENMs and products containing ENMs across all the life cycle stages (synthesis, manufacture, downstream use, disposal, and recycling). Intervention (Exposure) was the presence of sufficient measurement results and contextual data relating to one or more exposure assessment situations that allowed identification of the route of exposure and assessment of the potential for exposure. As a minimum requirement for inclusion in the review, studies had to provide the following:
(i) Measurements of either air or surface concentrations collected using a sampling approach that allowed confirmation of presence or absence of exposure; (ii) A description of the work activity that allowed identification of the route of exposure using an available source-receptor model (Schneider et al., 1999; Cherrie et al., 2006; Schneider et al., 2011; Gorman Ng et al., 2012) .
Finally, Outcome was information on the form of the ENM or substance/product containing the ENM and the route of exposure associated with each activity. The Control criteria did not apply in the context of the present review-i.e. no controls were present or included.
We defined the ENM form to be (i) the physical or bulk form (i.e. the type or handling form of the material which contains the ENM e.g. powder, liquid, paste, film, etc.) and (ii) the form of the ENM in the relevant environmental media that is associated with the exposure. For example, the form of the ENM in air like agglomerates, single particles/elongated ENMs (e.g. tubes, fibres), fragments of composite materials with embedded or protruding ENMs or their combinations.
Sources of information and the review process
The process to search and identify relevant literature has previously been described (Debia et al., 2016) and involved searches in 21 bibliographic databases and 10 internet sources covering the period from January 2000 to January 2015. The searches established an initial list of 13,198 references and 220 papers were identified for a detailed eligibility assessment following a rigorous process with multiple steps of screening (see Supplement A in the Supplementary Material for details).
The remaining 220 papers were assessed for eligibility using the PICO format, described previously, by reviewing the abstract contents. In cases of uncertainty, a precautionary approach was adopted, where the full paper was evaluated. Only studies in occupational settings, including simulations, with either measurements of inhalation exposure (i.e. using direct measurement instruments, time-integrated sampling, or offline analysis) (Brouwer et al., 2009) or dermal exposure (i.e. samples of surface contamination) were included.
Review papers were used as sources for further studies not identified during the literature search. When a study was identified through this approach then the previously described evaluation was repeated. Overall, 14 additional references were included through this process.
Data extraction and collection process
The detailed review focused on the identification and analysis of 'Exposure Assessment Situations (EAS)'. An EAS comprised an occupational process or activity during the manufacture, handling, or end-use of a particular ENM or product containing ENM. To be included in the analyses, data from exposure measurements together with contextual information on the working conditions should be available enabling assessment of the likelihood of exposure, its form, and its route. It was possible for one, or more, EAS to be available from the same study. For example, results from the same study concerning weighing and mixing activities of an ENM in presence or absence of local exposure controls (LEC), such as fume hoods and other local exhaust ventilation (LEV) were defined as representing separate individual exposure situations.
If an EAS qualified for inclusion because of the available inhalation measurement data, then information relevant to dermal exposure assessment (if available) were also extracted. Dermal exposure information did not always include measurements. Consequently, several EAS have contextual information relevant to dermal exposure but no measurements or visual information about surface contamination. Similarly, where an EAS qualified because of availability of surface contamination information for dermal exposure, then information relevant to inhalation exposure was also extracted. Ocular exposure from contact with contaminated hands was not included as presently there are no available validated methods to assess this route of exposure in occupational settings.
Data extraction was carried out using a template specifically created for this purpose. This covered details on the ENM, the applied process, the methods, and results of the study (see Supplement B in the Supplementary Material for details).
Criteria for assessing the likelihood of exposure for a particular route Assessments of the likelihood of inhalation exposure for the individual EASs were based on the decision logic developed by Bekker et al. (2015) . The logic was adapted to account for the presence of non-personal measurements and the potential absence of offline analysis in either the process or (most frequently) in background samples (Table 1) . In principle, the adapted decision logic relied on data collected from the offline analysis (i.e. morphological identification and chemical analysis) and those from the online (i.e. using direct reading instruments) measurements. When both results from online and offline analyses were available the following were applied:
• If the concentrations during the nano-activity were significantly higher than background concentrations and the ENM was identified in the offline samples then exposure was evaluated as likely.
• If the ENM was not identified in the offline analysis but concentrations were significantly higher than background during the nano-activity then exposure was evaluated as possible/not excluded. • Possible/not excluded exposure was also applied if the ENM was identified in the offline analysis but the concentrations were not significantly higher than the background measurements.
A 'significant' difference between concentrations during the nano-activity and the background was defined as a reported statistically significant (i.e. P < 0.05) result from a formal test or a reported arithmetic mean concentration higher than background by at least three times the standard deviation of the background concentrations (OECD, 2015) . When numerical summaries were not provided then expert judgement based on the activity description/conceptual models and the data provided in graphs, images, or text was used.
For the dermal route, the potential for exposure was assessed on expert judgement by applying the integrated conceptual model for dermal and ingestion exposure developed by Gorman Ng et al. (2012) on the specific scenario conditions described per EAS. This model combines the previously established models for dermal and ingestion exposure by Schneider et al. (1999) and Cherrie et al. (2006) , respectively. A potential for dermal exposure was considered only when there was evidence of surface transfer contamination or direct emission (e.g. immersion or splashing). Due to their small size and tendency to remain airborne for long time periods, ENMs are unlikely to deposit on the skin directly from air concentrations (Brouwer et al., 2016) . Evidence for dermal exposure was extracted from the analysis of the likelihood of inhalation exposure (which can lead to surface contamination through deposition) and, when available, the results from surface samples, photographs of the process, and contextual information provided by the authors. The underlying scenario and measurement conditions (e.g. outdoor activity, enclosed and fully automated process), whenever relevant, were also considered. Conceptual models and general occupational hygiene principles suggest that whenever dermal exposure is possible so is inadvertent ingestion exposure. Therefore, if the EAS provided evidence for dermal exposure, we assumed that ingestion exposure could also occur.
It should be noted that the use of PPE was not considered in any of the exposure likelihood evaluations performed. No attempt was made to evaluate the likelihood and quality of evidence for a particular exposure route from simulation studies. Such studies are carried out under controlled conditions with frequently no human involvement and therefore the usual or actual working conditions are most frequently either unknown or inadequately represented. This hampers the possibility of a credible exposure assessment. However, the results from the simulation studies were used to inform about the airborne form of exposure.
Criteria for assessing the quality of evidence for a particular route of exposure
The method used to reach the conclusion on the likelihood of exposure related to the quality of evidence provided for an EAS. Table 2 summarizes the different possibilities in quality of evidence ratings regarding the assessment of the likelihood of inhalation exposure. Briefly, the quality of evidence was assessed as follows:
• Conclusions reached based on the modified logic of Bekker et al. (2015) using both offline and online data were considered as 'high'-quality data.
• If conclusions were reached based only on offline or online data or from the judgement of the reviewer, the quality of the data was considered as 'medium' or 'low' depending on the type of available data and/or approach used to assess the background concentrations.
• For some ENMs, there is an established exposure assessment method based on offline chemical analysis (NIOSH, 2013 (NIOSH, , 2011 . When such methods were cited as being used to quantify release then the quality was considered 'high' even if no online measurements were available.
The quality criteria for the likelihood of dermal exposure were based on the transparency and completeness of the contextual information provided in the EAS (Table 3) .
Collating information and concluding on the presence and quality of evidence for an exposure route
Following assessment of the likelihood of exposure and the quality of the provided evidence for each EAS, the results were collated by nano-activity and ENM type. 
Expert judgement applied
Background 1: Assessment of background concentrations during the same activity without the ENM. Approach allows differentiation of process-generated nanoparticles and is considered the best representation of background concentrations. It cannot however be applied during certain activities such as those with direct handling of the ENM (e.g. packing).
Background 2: Assessment of background concentrations by measuring simultaneously in the far field. Approach accounts for background particles generated as part of other activities but does not allow engineered nanoparticles to be differentiated from unintentionally released during the studied process (i.e. those produced by process machinery).
Background 3: Before/after activity. Approach does not capture background particles produced by process machinery or other activities occurring simultaneously during the assessment. It is generally considered as the least accurate. a When the study did not include summary statistics to allow a conclusion on whether the nano-activity concentrations were significantly higher than background concentrations, expert judgement was used.
ENMs considered were (i) Carbon Nanotubes (CNTs) and Fibres (CNF), (ii) Silicon (Si)-based ENMs, (iii) Titanium dioxide (TiO 2 ), (iv) Metal oxides other than Si-based and TiO 2 (pure and mixtures), (v) Pure elemental metals (commonly referred to as 'metals' hereafter), and (vi) all other ENM not belonging to one of the previous categories. ENM groups were established based on data availability (i.e. whether there were sufficient data for an ENM to be analysed separately) and their physicochemical attributes. Grouping of nano-activities was based on their context and on similarity in the handling form of the material. The handling form is frequently closely related to the nano-activity (e.g. sonication is performed when ENMs are in suspension). In contrast to physical/handling form, the airborne form of exposure was included as an outcome in the analysis. To assess and summarize the evidence on the route of exposure, we looked at the number of EASs rated as high quality within each ENM/nano-activity combination. We then compared the scenario conditions (scale of the production, controls used) of those EASs where exposure was likely, with those scenarios where exposure was unlikely to help evaluate what caused the exposure. Results from medium-and low-quality evaluations were referenced for support, only being used directly to draw conclusions in instances when high-quality evaluations were unavailable.
For both inhalation and dermal exposure, the available evidence for the route of exposure was summarized as either Yes, No, or Unclear: i. Yes, exposure can occur: during the activity exposure was evaluated as being 'likely' in one or more of the relevant EAS included.
ii. No, exposure cannot occur: all relevant EAS included reported exposure to be 'Unlikely' during the activity.
iii. It is Unclear whether exposure occurs: none of the relevant EAS included provided clear evidence that exposure during the activity is 'likely'-i.e. exposure was always evaluated as 'possible/not excluded'.
Results
Of the 234 papers evaluated in total, 127 were excluded from the present review because they did not fulfil the inclusion criteria (n = 64), their full texts could not be retrieved (n = 23), or because they were themselves literature reviews (n = 40). From the 107 papers retained, information for 424 individual EASs was available and extracted. Table 4 provides an overview of the number and quality of the reviewed EAS by group of ENM. Further detail by scenario and individual study/EAS, including the results of the exposure likelihood assessment, are provided in the Supplementary Material. More than a third (38%) of the 424 EASs reviewed concerned the production, processing, and handling of CNT and fibres (from now on simply called CNT/ CNFs). Far fewer exposure studies were available for other groups of ENMs, particularly in relation to recycling, testing and characterization, extrusion, and/ or the machining of nano-enabled products (Table C1 in the Supplementary Material). Fifty-three (12.5%) of the available EASs were sourced from simulation studies for which no assessment of the likelihood of exposure was made. Of the 371 EASs with an exposure likelihood evaluation, 248 (67%) provided data Considerably less high-quality data were available for dermal/ingestion exposure with only 148 assessments (40%) achieving this status. Table 5 provides an overview of the review findings by activity and group of ENM. Figure C of the Supplementary Material provides a graphical representation of the same results. Results for the likelihood both of dermal and inhalation exposure are presented, along with a summary of the highest quality of the evidence available. The following paragraphs summarize the study findings across the nano-activities involved.
Synthesis: Reaction phase
ENMs can be synthesized with a range of chemical, physical, or biological methods that may or may not involve enclosed systems (e.g. reactors).
Nine high-quality EASs were available for assessing exposure when manufacturing CNT/CNFs in enclosed reactors. Exposure was assessed as likely in one of these, probably because of a leakage from the reactor (Methner et al., 2012a) . For the remaining eight EASs, exposure was assessed as unlikely (Bello et al., 2008; Tsai et al., 2009; Ogura et al., 2011b; Dahm et al., 2012; Morawska et al., 2012; Heitbrink et al., 2012a; Methner et al., 2012a; Dahm et al., 2013; Ogura et al., 2013) . Medium (n = 5) and low (n = 3) quality assessments provided conflicting results; for four EASs, exposure was assessed as unlikely, two as possible, and two as likely, probably because the reactor doors were open (Methner et al., 2010a; Ling et al., 2012; Lo et al., 2012a; McGarry et al., 2013; Heitbrink et al., 2015) . All assessments above considered scenarios where no activities other than the synthesis itself were involved.
Similarly, none of the EASs available for silicon-based and 'other' ENMs reported inhalation exposure to occur in presence of enclosed reactors. For silicon-based ENMs, in two pilot plant assessments of medium and high quality exposure was assessed as unlikely (Wang et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2012) , whereas in another two assessments of research scale and medium quality, which included other activities than synthesis, exposure was assessed as possible (Demou et al., 2009) . For the 'other' ENMs, no evidence for exposure through inhalation was found (two assessments of high quality and one of low quality) (Kuhlbusch and Fissan, 2006; Vartiainen et al., 2011) .
High-quality data on TiO 2 synthesis suggests that flame pyrolysis results in exposure by inhalation when the reactor is located outside or inside a hood with the sash opened, but not when the sash of the hood is fully closed (Sahu and Biswas, 2010) . Presence of a hood a Simulation studies are not assigned a quality for dermal/ingestion exposure; their results are used only to draw conclusion on the airborne form of exposure. Table 5 . Summary of the number of exposure assessments by type of ENM and scenario; results of the review in relation to the presence of inhalation (Inh.) and dermal (Der.) exposure, on the basis of the provided evidence. Based on contextual models, the likelihood for ingestion exposure is assessed as being the same as that for dermal exposure and so is not presented explicitly. Activity scenario
CNTs and CNFs
Si-based Pertains to normal working conditions, i.e. with the reactor doors closed and no other activities included; b depends on process/scenario characteristics or whether exposure controls used or not; number of asterisk refers to the highest data quality level available that the conclusion is based upon, i.e.: none = low-quality data; c medium-quality data; d high-quality data.
during flame pyrolysis was not sufficient to exclude exposure in another EAS of medium quality (Demou et al., 2009 ). Yet, no evidence for exposure was found during thermal oxidation in enclosed conditions (lowquality data) (Sahu and Biswas, 2010) , or when mechanical reduction was applied (medium-quality data) (Morawska et al., 2012) . For 'other metal oxides', measurements excluding pre-and post-synthesis activities like material handling, collection, and cleaning were available in only two EASs involving gas-phase synthesis and laser ablation. These suggested that inhalation exposure is unlikely when the reactor is enclosed (Bekker et al., 2015) and possible when the reactor doors are opened (Methner et al., 2010a) . Inhalation exposure was also verified in two high-quality EASs concerning synthesis of metals through chemical vapour deposition (Lee et al., 2012a) and mechanical reduction (Ham et al., 2012) , as a result of either leakage from the reactor or, at least partly, of opening the grinders cover.
Overall, these findings provide high-quality evidence that inhalation exposure is generally unlikely when CNT/CNFs, 'other metal oxides', 'other', and siliconbased ENMs are synthesized under normal operating conditions in fully enclosed systems, although for synthesis of metals exposure was observed even when the process is fully enclosed. There is high-quality evidence that inhalation exposure can occur when the enclosure is breached, e.g. by opening of reactor doors.
When the reactor doors are kept closed dermal exposure is also unlikely. No evidence for exposure was provided in any of the relevant assessments for CNT (Bello et al., 2008; Tsai et al., 2009; Ogura et al., 2011b; Dahm et al., 2012; Morawska et al., 2012; Heitbrink et al., 2012a; Methner et al., 2012a; Dahm et al., 2013; Ogura et al., 2013) , metal oxides (Bekker et al., 2015) , and silicon-based ENMs (Wang et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2012) . For 'other' ENMs dermal exposure was also unlikely in three EASs of high (n = 2) and medium (n = 1) quality (Kuhlbusch and Fissan, 2006; Vartiainen et al., 2011) but could not be excluded in another for which, though, the exact process conditions were unclear (Methner et al., 2010a) . When the process involved opening the reactor doors, synthesis by flame pyrolysis, or when leakage was possible then dermal exposure from surface contamination was likely. This was true in four assessments (three high, one medium quality) of CNT/CNFs (Methner et al., 2010a; Lo et al., 2012a; Methner et al., 2012a) and three assessments (two high, one low quality) of TiO 2 (Sahu and Biswas, 2010; Morawska et al., 2012) . Each of the available EASs for metals provided some evidence for the occurrence of exposure during this process with three high-quality ones even verifying its presence (Curwin and Bertke, 2011; Ham et al., 2012) . Synthesis: Collection, sorting, and processing phase These activities frequently involve manual handling of the ENM. High-quality assessments with or without monitoring of the synthesis phase on CNT/CNFs (n = 18) and silicon-based ENMs (n = 1) reported inhalation exposure to be likely in nine instances, mostly with no LECs present (Evans et al., 2010; Ogura et al., 2011a; Ogura et al., 2011b; Dahm et al., 2012; Methner et al., 2012a; Dahm et al., 2013; Hedmer et al., 2014) . Similarly, exposure to TiO 2 was assessed as being likely in assessments of high (n = 2) and low (n = 1) quality, even in the presence of LEC. In absence of LEC exposure was likely in one EAS (high-quality data) involving 'other' ENMs (Plitzko, 2009 ) and possible in another EAS, of medium quality (Methner et al., 2010a) .
Exposure to 'other metal oxides' and 'other' ENMs was assessed to be to be likely (n = 8) or possible (n = 4) even when LECs (i.e. hoods) were used (EAS of medium and low quality) (Yeganeh et al., 2008; Demou et al., 2009; Heitbrink et al., 2015) . Exposure was also assessed as possible in the sole high-quality assessment available for metals despite the presence of an automated collection system (Lee et al., 2011) , but none of the other two EAS available, both of lower quality, provided evidence that exposure could occur under controlled conditions (Ham et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2012b) . Similar findings were obtained from high-quality assessments involving CNT/CNFs collection performed within enclosures or in presence of LECs. Exposure was assessed as being unlikely in four instances (Ogura et al., 2011b; Methner et al., 2012a; Hedmer et al., 2014) , but could not be excluded or was confirmed in a further six (Ogura et al., 2011b; Dahm et al., 2012; Dahm et al., 2013; Hedmer et al., 2014; Bekker et al., 2015) . Inhalation exposure was assessed as being unlikely in a high-quality assessment of TiO 2 where collection was performed within a glove box (Lee et al., 2011) .
Dermal exposure as a result of surface contamination was identified in 13 instances (incl. nine of high quality) involving CNT/CNFs; four instances of low quality involving 'other metal oxides' and five instances of medium and low quality involving 'other' ENMs (Demou et al., 2009; Plitzko, 2009; Evans et al., 2010; Ogura et al., 2011b; Dahm et al., 2012; Lo et al., 2012a; Methner et al., 2012a; Dahm et al., 2013; Hedmer et al., 2014; Bekker et al., 2015; Heitbrink et al., 2015) . These findings were independent of the presence of LECs. Surface contamination was likely also for silicon-based ENMs (medium-quality data) (Ogura et al., 2011a) as well as for TiO 2 but only when the process was not enclosed (high-quality data) (Sahu and Biswas, 2010; Lee et al., 2011; Koivisto et al., 2012a) . For this group, under enclosed conditions, high-quality evidence suggests that dermal exposure is unlikely (Lee et al., 2011) . Similarly, medium-quality evidence (n = 2) for metals suggests that when a fully enclosed and automatic system with no leakage is in place then dermal exposure is unlikely (Lee et al., 2011; Lee et al., 2012b) , although, exposure could not be excluded in the third assessment available which was of lower quality (Ham et al., 2012) .
Feeding into a process
Such activities are usually a preparatory stage for a process like extrusion, purification, creation of intermediate solutions, and synthesis. Manual handling is frequently involved and the process may occur with or without LECs.
The available EASs on CNT/CNFs provide evidence that inhalation exposure depends on the presence of LECs; in three EASs, exposure was assessed as being likely in absence of hoods or LEV, and one as possible/ not excluded (Methner et al., 2010a (Methner et al., , 2012a . Two evaluations provided no evidence for inhalation exposure when the activity was performed partly or fully inside an enclosure or hood (Methner et al., 2012a) . On the contrary, findings from EASs on silicon-based ENMs suggested the ENMs' physical form to be important. Particularly, four EAS where ENMs were powders found inhalation exposure to be likely despite the presence of LECs (Brouwer et al., 2009; Tsai et al., 2011; Bekker et al., 2015) , whereas the potential for exposure was ruled out when the ENM was reported to be in a liquid form (Shepard and Brenner, 2014b ). All the above assessments were of high quality.
Similar to silicon-based ENMs, the presence of LECs (used in four out of five high-quality EASs available involving 'other metal oxides') did not seem sufficient to prevent exposure, i.e. in all five, inhalation exposure was likely (Bekker et al., 2015) . However, for these ENMs, none of the medium-quality evaluations available suggested exposure to be likely (van Broekhuizen et al., 2012; Shepard and Brenner, 2014a) .
As release is verified even in the presence of LEVs, dermal exposure was evaluated as likely through surface contamination in four medium-quality assessments of silicon-based ENMs (Brouwer et al., 2009; Tsai et al., 2011; Bekker et al., 2015) . Dermal exposure was also assessed as likely in three assessments of medium/low quality and one of high quality (included collection and analysis of surface samples) for 'other metal oxides' (Shepard and Brenner, 2014a; Bekker et al., 2015) . For CNT/CNFs, dermal exposure was assessed as being likely in two high and one medium-quality assessments (Methner et al., 2010a (Methner et al., , 2012a .
Handling and transfer of liquids containing engineered nanoparticles
These are generally activities of a low emission potential and inhalation exposure was verified in only one EAS, of low quality, involving CNT/CNFs (Adams, 2009 ). The likelihood of inhalation exposure was unclear in most of the high-quality assessments available across all relevant ENMs reported except for two assessments of CNT/CNFs (Dahm et al., 2013; Bekker et al., 2015) and two of 'other metals oxides' which found exposure to be unlikely in presence of LECs or clean rooms (Bekker et al., 2015) . It is worth mentioning that none of three large/industrial scale CNT/CNF assessments identified (one high and two low quality) reported inhalation exposure to be possible or likely Dahm et al., 2013) .
Dermal exposure was found to be likely in three instances (one high, two low quality) involving CNT/ CNFs (Lee et al., 2010; Dahm et al., 2012; Dahm et al., 2013; Bekker et al., 2015) . It was also likely in one instance (high quality) involving accidental spillage of a TiO 2 solution during transferring and the subsequent drying of the affected surfaces with the use of a fan (Ham et al., 2012) . All assessments involving silicon and other metals reported dermal exposure as possible (van Broekhuizen et al., 2011; Kim et al., 2014; Shepard and Brenner, 2014b; Bekker et al., 2015) .
Weighing and mixing
Overall, high-quality evidence from EASs concerning CNT/CNF and silicon-based ENMs suggests that inhalation exposure can occur, particularly when the process is performed either partly or wholly outside a glove-box/ enclosure and/or without local ventilation installed. In absence of LECs, all relevant assessments of CNT/CNF reported exposure as either possible (one medium-quality EAS) or likely (four high and two low-quality EASs) (Han et al., 2008; Adams, 2009; Methner et al., 2010a Methner et al., , 2012a Lo et al., 2012b; Lo et al., 2013) . Similarly, in high-quality assessments of silicon-based ENMs, exposure was confirmed in the absence of any proper LEV systems (n = 3 EAS), whereas in one EAS with LEV, exposure was assessed to be unlikely Bekker et al., 2015) . In downstream use, medium-quality data suggested that inhalation was unlikely during outdoor mixing and preparation of mortar containing nano-silica (van Broekhuizen et al., 2011) .
Interestingly, when considering only high-quality EASs involving CNT/CNFs, in large/industrial and pilot scale productions, inhalation exposure was reported to be unlikely in four instances where exposure controls were in place (including enclosures, hoods, and/ or clean rooms) (Cena and Peters, 2011; Dahm et al., 2012; Heitbrink et al., 2012b; Dahm et al., 2013; Fleury et al., 2013) . In addition, it was judged likely in only one instance when the process was performed in conjunction with other tasks (Dahm et al., 2013) . On the contrary (and irrespective of the presence of LECs), none of the high-quality research-scale assessments excluded the possibility of exposure through inhalation. That is, in seven, exposure was assigned as being likely and in two as possible (Johnson et al., 2010; Methner et al., 2010a Methner et al., , 2012a Lo et al., 2013; Bekker et al., 2015) . This finding implies a potential dependency of the effectiveness of RMM in reducing exposure on the scale of production involved.
For other ENMs, inhalation exposure was confirmed in one assessment of medium quality for TiO 2 (Methner et al., 2010a) and all five high-quality assessments for 'other' ENMs, with results not dependent on the presence of LECs (Johnson et al., 2010; Ogura et al., 2011a; Methner et al., 2012a; Bekker et al., 2015) . However, none of the available assessments for 'other metal oxides', or metals, provided solid evidence that inhalation exposure can occur. Instead, the exposure was assessed as being unlikely in the assessments for metals and those of high quality for 'other metal oxides' (Bekker et al., 2015) and possible in those of medium quality (Möhlmann et al., 2009; Methner et al., 2010a; van Broekhuizen et al., 2012) . Note that for these assessments when scenario conditions were reported the LECs appeared to always be present.
These processes are largely manual and therefore have a strong potential for dermal exposure mainly through surface contamination and, to a lesser extent, through splashing and/or immersion. Dermal exposure was identified in 11 assessments of high (n = 10) and medium (n = 1) quality for CNTs/CNFs (Adams, 2009; Johnson et al., 2010; Methner et al., 2010a; Dahm et al., 2012; Methner et al., 2012a; Lo et al., 2012b; Methner et al., 2012b; Dahm et al., 2013; Lo et al., 2013; Bekker et al., 2015) . Dermal exposure was identified in two assessments of high and one of medium quality for silicon-based ENMs Bekker et al., 2015) , and two assessments of high (Morawska et al., 2012) or medium quality (Methner et al., 2010a) for TiO 2 . The available evidence for CNT/CNFs also included studies where surface contamination was either acknowledged or measured (Johnson et al., 2010; Methner et al., 2012b; Lo et al., 2013) . For the 'other' ENMs, dermal exposure was likely in six EASs including two of high quality (Jankowska and Zatorski, 2009; Johnson et al., 2010; Ogura et al., 2011a; Methner et al., 2012a; Bekker et al., 2015) . None of the available assessments for metals and 'other metal oxides' confirmed dermal exposure during this process.
Handling and transfer of powders
These are manual processes with an expected increased potential for exposure since the physical form handled is likely to become airborne. Indeed exposure via inhalation for CNT/CNFs was assessed as likely in four highquality EASs (Methner et al., 2006 (Methner et al., , 2012a Hedmer et al., 2014) and as possible in three others (Methner et al., 2006; Dahm et al., 2012; Dahm et al., 2013) . The presence of LECs or the scale of production did not appear to influence the results. Similarly, in high-quality EASs for 'other metal oxides' (n = 2), and metals (n = 1) exposure was likely even when LECs (hoods/LEV) were reported to be present (Curwin and Bertke, 2011; Durand et al., 2011) . The presence of a LEV system was not sufficient to exclude inhalation exposure also in three out of four high-quality EASs available for other ENMs (Plitzko, 2009; Bekker et al., 2015) . However, in the fourth assessment, which involved a glove box (i.e. enclosed process) exposure was unlikely (Methner et al., 2010a) . The use of glove boxes was reported to prevent inhalation exposure also in the sole EAS available for silicon-based ENMs and in two out of the four high-quality EASs available for TiO 2 (Gomez et al., 2014) . In the other two EASs available for the latter group, exposure was assessed as being likely even in the presence of LEV (Curwin and Bertke, 2011; Bekker et al., 2015) .
Dermal exposure to CNT/CNFs, metals, other metal oxides, and TiO 2 was assessed as being likely mainly through contact with contaminated surfaces. It was identified in nine EASs of high quality for CNT/CNFs (Methner et al., 2006; Adams, 2009; Methner et al., 2012a,b; Hedmer et al., 2014) and two EASs of high quality for TiO 2 (Curwin and Bertke, 2011; Bekker et al., 2015) . In addition, it was identified in two EASs of high and medium quality for other metal oxides (Curwin and Bertke, 2011; Durand et al., 2011) , and one EAS of high quality for metals (Curwin and Bertke, 2011) . It remains unclear whether dermal exposure to other ENMs (no data available) and silicon-based ENMs (three EAS where exposure was assessed as being possible) can occur when the process is performed outside enclosures (Plitzko, 2009; Bekker et al., 2015) . However, for both types of ENMs, there is limited but high-quality evidence that dermal exposure is unlikely when the process is enclosed (Methner et al., 2010a; Gomez et al., 2014) .
Extrusion/injection moulding
Inhalation exposure was assessed as being possible in two of the three large and pilot scale assessments (one each of medium and high quality) available for CNT/ CNFs (Wang et al., 2011; Debia et al., 2013) , with the evidence however being clear in the third (high quality) assessment available (Fleury et al., 2013) . Clear evidence for the occurrence of inhalation exposure during this process was also provided in the sole field evaluation available for 'other metal oxides' despite LEV being present (Tsai et al., 2008) . For TiO 2 , exposure through inhalation was either possible (low-quality data) (McGarry et al., 2013) or likely (medium-quality data) (Morawska et al., 2012) with differences in findings possibly due to the apparent automatized system used in the first of these two EASs.
Among EASs concerning 'other' ENMs, inhalation exposure during extrusion was confirmed in one assessment of high quality that involved LEV (Morawska et al., 2012) and was considered unlikely in another which provided only low-quality evidence (McGarry et al., 2013) . The third assessment available for this group provided high-quality data and could not exclude exposure during the injection moulding of graphene nanomaterial under LEV (Bekker et al., 2015) .
High-quality evidence for the occurrence of dermal exposure through surface contamination was available only for CNT/CNFs (Fleury et al., 2013) . For 'other metal oxides' and 'other' ENMs, dermal exposure was confirmed in single medium-quality evaluations (Tsai et al., 2008; Morawska et al., 2012) . For TiO 2 , the results were rather unclear with one assessment suggesting exposure to be possible in absence of engineering controls (Morawska et al., 2012) and the other to be unlikely when the system was apparently automatized (McGarry et al., 2013) . Both evaluations were of lowest quality.
Machining and abrasion
Available data from field studies for these scenarios are limited in the literature, particularly for ENMs other than CNT/CNFs. Results for TiO 2 and silicon-based ENMs provided no clear evidence for the occurrence of inhalation exposure. Exposure was unlikely in a highquality assessment of mechanical sawing of silicon nanocomposites with LECs in operation (Bekker et al., 2015) , but possible in professional end-use applications of medium-quality EAS involving outdoor dry drilling of a silica contained wall (van Broekhuizen et al., 2011) and the abrasion of nano-TiO 2 coating (van Broekhuizen et al., 2012) .
Results from large and pilot production EASs for CNT/CNFs (three high and two low quality) provided evidence that inhalation exposure occurs when the process is of high-energy input, manual, and dry (Methner et al., 2006; Takaya et al., 2012; Lo et al., 2012b; OnoOgasawara et al., 2013) . Low-energy processing (e.g. cutting with guillotines) and presence of LECs (three high, one medium, and one low-quality assessments) reduced the likelihood of inhalation exposure (Methner et al., 2006; Dahm et al., 2012; Heitbrink et al., 2012b; Dahm et al., 2013; Fleury et al., 2013; Hedmer et al., 2014) . In absence of LECs, the potential for inhalation exposure could not be excluded even when sanding was of low-energy input, i.e. performed manually (three high-quality EASs) (Cena and Peters, 2011) . Results from assessments in research-scale settings were generally similar to those on pilot production. However, two high-quality EASs, concerning high-and low-energy processes, respectively provided evidence that LECs do not sufficiently prevent exposure (i.e. exposure was likely) (Methner et al., 2012b) , and similar results were observed in all four high-quality assessments involving high-energy processing under wet conditions (Methner et al., 2007; Methner et al., 2010a Methner et al., , 2012b . These findings suggest that for CNT/CNFs there is high-quality evidence to conclude that inhalation exposure occurs, but the likelihood seems reduced when the process is of low energy or LECs are in use.
Available EASs on CNT/CNF provide high-quality evidence that dermal exposure is likely during this activity, primarily through contact with contaminated surfaces. It was identified in 15 assessments (12 of high and three of medium quality) (Methner et al., 2006 (Methner et al., , 2007 (Methner et al., , 2010a Takaya et al., 2012; Heitbrink et al., 2012b; Lo et al., 2012b; Methner et al., 2012b; Ono-Ogasawara et al., 2013; Hedmer et al., 2014) . In six assessments, dermal exposure could not be excluded (four medium and two low quality) (Cena and Peters, 2011; Lo et al., 2012b; Methner et al., 2012b; Ono-Ogasawara et al., 2013) . In four assessments it was considered unlikely (two high, one medium, and one of low quality) (Dahm et al., 2012; Heitbrink et al., 2012b; Dahm et al., 2013; Fleury et al., 2013; Bekker et al., 2015) . For TiO 2 and silicon-based ENMs, it was not possible to drawn firm conclusions.
Cleaning and maintenance
Cleaning and maintenance activities are usually manual and may involve use of air guns, scrappers, brushes, wipes, dusters, sanding, and rods. High-quality evidence for CNT/CNFs suggests that inhalation exposure occurs, particularly when activities are performed in the absence of LEV. Exposure was assessed as being likely in three assessments, two of high and one of medium quality in research and industrial scale settings involving cleanout activities using compressed air, brushes, and rods without LECs (Ogura et al., 2011b; Lo et al., 2012a; Methner et al., 2012a) . Exposure could not be excluded in a further three assessments of industrial scale of medium (Ono-Ogasawara and Myojo, 2011) or high (Methner et al., 2012a) quality. In presence of LECs, three high-quality assessments of research scale suggested that exposure did not take place (Methner et al., 2012a; Bekker et al., 2015) . During general housekeeping activities inhalation exposure was assessed as likely in one industrial study of high quality (Methner et al., 2012a) , and could not be excluded in another (Dahm et al., 2012) .
Inhalation exposure during cleaning and maintenance activities involving silicon-based ENMs was assessed as likely in four (three of high and one of medium quality) (Wang et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2012; Zimmermann et al., 2012) out of the five EASs available. For metals, 12 (10 of high and two of medium quality) out of the 16 EASs exposure was judged to be likely (Methner et al., 2010a; Witschger et al., 2012; Zimmermann et al., 2012; Clerc et al., 2013; Nilsson et al., 2013) , whereas for TiO 2 , results from the sole EAS available, of low quality, were similar (Sahu and Biswas, 2010) .
Exposure to 'other metal oxides' in EASs with highquality evidence from 27 EASs were analysed. Inhalation exposure was assessed as likely in 18 instances and as possible in nine instances, with exposure being confirmed in 12 out of the 13 EASs available not involving LECs. In presence of LEV or of other LECs, exposure was reported as likely in 6 out of 14 instances with a potential dependency of the results on the type of ENM involved (Methner, 2008 (Methner, , 2010 Methner et al., 2010a; Shepard and Brenner, 2014b; Bekker et al., 2015) . In the presence of LEV, exposure was assessed as being unlikely in any of the assessments involving cleanout of reactors manufacturing silver oxides (Methner, 2008 (Methner, , 2010 Methner et al., 2010a) .
For the category of 'others', the available evidence was insufficient to exclude inhalation exposure (i.e. the likelihood of exposure is unclear). The exposure likelihood was assessed as unlikely in one instance of high quality (Bekker et al., 2015) , and as possible in a further instance of high and two of low quality, respectively (Zimmermann et al., 2012; Heitbrink et al., 2015) .
Evidence for the occurrence of dermal exposure was provided by eight high-quality assessments involving CNT/CNFs (Ogura et al., 2011b; Dahm et al., 2012; Lo et al., 2012a; Methner et al., 2012a; Hedmer et al., 2014; Bekker et al., 2015) . There were 18 high-quality assessments involving 'other metal oxides' (Methner, 2008 (Methner, , 2010 Methner et al., 2010a; Shepard and Brenner, 2014b; Bekker et al., 2015) . There were also five assessments, of which one was of high quality, involving silicon-based ENMs (Wang et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2012; Zimmermann et al., 2012) and 12 assessments (4 of high, 7 of medium and 1 of low quality) involving metals (Methner et al., 2010a; Witschger et al., 2012; Zimmermann et al., 2012; Clerc et al., 2013; Nilsson et al., 2013) . Occurrence is possible due to transfer through surfaces, but for CNT/CNFs also through direct contact when cleaning is performed manually with wet wipes. For TiO 2 and 'other' ENMs, the likelihood of dermal exposure was evaluated either as possible or unlikely in all instances (Sahu and Biswas, 2010; Zimmermann et al., 2012; Bekker et al., 2015; Heitbrink et al., 2015) .
Spraying and finishing related processes
Such activities pertain mainly to coating applications, printing, drying and/or sintering, and polishing either as part of the ENM manufacturing process or its end-use.
For CNT/CNFs, the potential for inhalation exposure was examined in nine EASs of high quality. In enclosed settings, two EASs found no evidence for inhalation exposure (Lee et al., 2010; Methner et al., 2012a ) and another reported it as possible (Han et al., 2008) . In contrast, exposure could not be excluded in all four EASs where no LECs were applied (in three, exposure was possible and in one likely) (Han et al., 2008; Methner et al., 2010a Methner et al., , 2012a ) . Whereas in the presence of LEV or hoods (but not enclosures), the results were rather unclear, i.e. in one assessment exposure was assessed as likely and in another one as unlikely (Lo et al., 2013) . No association between the type of process/degree of manual handling involved and the likelihood of exposure was observed. These findings, though suggesting that inhalation exposure is likely during this process, they do not provide information regarding the exact context required for it to occur.
Results and conclusions for 'other metal oxides' and 'other' ENMs were comparable to those above. Assessments of 'other' ENMs reported the potential for inhalation exposure to be at least possible, with those of the highest quality indicating it always as likely, irrespective of the presence of LECs (Kuhlbusch and Fissan, 2006; Möhlmann et al., 2009; Jankovic et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2010; Vartiainen et al., 2011; Morawska et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2013; McGarry et al., 2013) . For 'other metal oxides', two (one of high and one of low quality) out of three EASs available involving partly or fully enclosed processes found inhalation exposure to be possible (Leppanen et al., 2012; Shepard and Brenner, 2014a) , but the third, of medium quality, reported it as unlikely (Möhlmann et al., 2009) . Manual coating and handling (i.e. non-enclosed conditions) led to exposure in one EAS of high quality, but findings were unclear in a further two EASs, which though were of lower quality (van Broekhuizen et al., 2012; Koivisto et al., 2012a) .
Studies on metals, in contrast to the above, provided evidence that the likelihood of inhalation exposure during this process depends on the presence of LECs. Particularly, when the process was enclosed, no evidence for inhalation exposure was found (two EASs of high and medium quality) (Wake et al., 2002; Methner et al., 2010a) . However, in the absence of an enclosure, inhalation exposure was confirmed in one EAS of high quality even when other LECs were present (Park et al., 2009) , was possible in another, also of high quality (Lee et al., 2013) , and unlikely in a third which though was of low quality (Ham et al., 2012) . Of the five EASs available for silicon-based ENMs, three involved pressurized coating applications, one coating with a roller/brush, and another drying with the use of nitrogen (Möhlmann et al., 2009; Bekker et al., 2015) . During high-pressure coating, exposure was likely in two outdoor applications (high-quality data) and possible in another which was of medium quality. Inhalation exposure was also possible during drying with nitrogen but not during coating with a brush/roller (high-quality data). In all the available EASs for TiO 2 , exposure was assessed as being possible (Methner et al., 2010a; van Broekhuizen et al., 2011 van Broekhuizen et al., , 2012 .
In contrast to inhalation, dermal exposure was confirmed across all categories of ENMs resulting from either surface deposition or direct contact, particularly when manual spraying is performed. For the latter, highquality evidence was available from EASs on high pressure spraying of SiO 2 (Bekker et al., 2015) and silanes (Möhlmann et al., 2009 ) and during downstream manual spaying of TiO 2 coating on exterior hard surfaces located at very close distance from the operator (van Broekhuizen et al., 2011) . Dermal exposure was verified in a further four assessments of medium (n = 3) and low (n = 1) quality involving printing, pelletizing, or jet milling activities of 'other' ENMs (Kuhlbusch and Fissan, 2006; Wang et al., 2010; Morawska et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2013) . For CNT/CNFs and metals, the occurrence of dermal exposure seemed lower (high-quality evidence) when the process was enclosed (Wake et al., 2002; Lee et al., 2010; Methner et al., 2010a; Methner et al., 2012a) . However, for 'other metal oxides', dermal exposure was verified in one high-quality assessment involving analysis of surface wipe samples during planarization under enclosed conditions (Shepard and Brenner, 2014a) .
Testing and characterization
These are very diverse activities involving the purification and testing of the functionality, pureness, and characterization of the manufactured ENM or ENM-enabled product. They were most frequently performed within a laboratory.
In enclosed conditions, none of the available EASs (two of high quality and one of low) for CNT/CNFs were classified as likely for inhalation exposure (Ogura et al., 2011b; McGarry et al., 2013; Gomez et al., 2014) . However, in three assessments of medium and low quality, exposure could not be excluded if the process was performed with or without LECs in place (Heitbrink et al., 2012a; Lo et al., 2012b; Hedmer et al., 2014) . Exposure could also not be excluded in the sole EAS available for silicon-based ENMs concerning the analysis of powders with infrared rays (Bekker et al., 2015) , whereas both EASs available for metals found inhalation exposure as likely during quality control in synthesis (Park et al., 2009; Debia et al., 2013) . Inhalation exposure was unlikely during electro-conductive and destructive testing of material containing 'other' ENMs under enclosed conditions (Methner et al., 2010a) .
Based on assessments involving CNT/CNFs, dermal exposure through surface contamination can occur (two high-quality assessments) when the process is not enclosed (Hedmer et al., 2014) . When the process is enclosed, then assessments (n = 3) of high and medium quality among CNT/CNFs (Ogura et al., 2011b; Heitbrink et al., 2012a; McGarry et al., 2013) and 'other' ENMs (n = 2) were assessed as having a lower likelihood of exposure (Methner et al., 2010a) . For silicon-based ENMs, the exposure likelihood was unclear (high-quality data), but quality control activities during synthesis of metals were likely to cause dermal exposure (high-quality data).
Packing
For CNT/CNFs, inhalation exposure was assessed as being likely in one assessment of high quality (OnoOgasawara and Myojo, 2011) and could not be excluded in a further two of medium quality (Ono-Ogasawara et al., 2013) . Results did not depend on the degree of automation and findings were similar in two highquality assessments of automated packaging of metal oxide powders where inhalation exposure was reported as likely despite LEV being present (Tsai et al., 2011; Ogura et al., 2011a) . These findings contrast with those from high-quality assessments (n = 4) of silicon-based ENMs (Wang et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2014; Oh et al., 2014) and metals (Park et al., 2009 ) which suggested the potential for inhalation exposure depended on whether manual handling is involved. In two EASs where silicon powders were manually bagged, exposure was likely (Oh et al., 2014) , whereas in another exposure seemed to be contained by a completely enclosed and automated bagging system (Wang et al., 2012) . During bagging of metals, a medium-quality assessment of a system enclosed showed no evidence for inhalation exposure (Wake et al., 2002) , but another, where the system was not enclosed, reported exposure to occur despite LEV presence (high-quality data) (Park et al., 2009 ). In contrast, exposure was unlikely during the manual bagging of silicon-based cakes .
The presence of LEV was not sufficient to prevent exposure also in two high-quality EASs involving packing of TiO 2 . For this ENM, when the system was enclosed, one EAS of medium quality reported no exposure (Wake et al., 2002) , whereas another found it as likely because the equipment was manually cleaned with compressed air (Koivisto et al., 2012b) .
For 'other' ENMs, the available EASs did not always provide detailed contextual information for the applied process settings. In high-quality EASs, exposure through inhalation was confirmed in three instances (Kuhlbusch et al., 2004; Ogura et al., 2011a; Bekker et al., 2015) and was reported as possible in another two (Fujitani et al., 2008; Tsai et al., 2011) , all involving bagging of powders. Inhalation exposure during manual packing of powders was confirmed also in one assessment of medium quality (Wang et al., 2010) , but when the system was fully enclosed and automated (medium-quality data) exposure was classified as unlikely (Wake et al., 2002) .
For this process, the likelihood for dermal exposure, mainly through transfer from contaminated surfaces, was confirmed for all ENM categories involved. High-quality evidence, frequently as a result of direct observations made from the authors (Park et al., 2009; Koivisto et al., 2012b) or provided visuals Oh et al., 2014) , was present in all cases except for the 'other' ENMs for which evidence was of maximum medium quality.
Recycling
For this activity, evidence on the likelihood of exposure was available only for CNT/CNFs and 'other metal oxides'. The likelihood of inhalation exposure could not be excluded during the treatment of liquid waste from chemical planarization involving SiO 2 , Al 2 O 3 , and CeO 2 (Shepard and Brenner, 2014a) as well as in four (two high and two low quality) out of the five assessments available for CNT/CNFs (Methner et al., 2012a) . For the last carbon related assessment, of low quality, reported inhalation exposure as being unlikely (Heitbrink et al., 2012b) .
None of the available assessments, all of low quality, involving CNT/CNFs provided clear evidence that dermal exposure can occur during this activity; in two EASs, it was evaluated as unlikely but it could not be excluded in a further three. However, while treating liquid waste of 'other' ENMs, evidence for the occurrence of dermal exposure was verified by the collection and analysis of wipe surface samples from several locations within the workplace.
Airborne form
As the physical characteristics of an ENM may affect its uptake and potential health effects (Yokel and Macphail, 2011) , we also examined whether its airborne form depends on the type of ENM, the physical form of the bulk material, or activity involved. Table 6 provides a summary of the reviewed results for the airborne form of exposure stratified by type of ENM and activity involved. Relevant offline measurement data were available from 259 EASs, of which 97% were of high quality. Overall, the airborne form of the ENM during testing and characterization, collection, sorting and processing, spraying and finishing, synthesis and largely also during packing activities seems to depend on the type of activity performed and therefore, at least partly, also on the format of the bulk. The type of ENM seems to be of lesser importance particularly for activities related to testing and characterization, collection, sorting, and processing. In contrast, data on CNT/CNFs and silicon-based ENMs suggest that for certain activities like machining, finishing and cleaning the choice of a method (e.g. wet versus dry drilling or cutting, cleaning with compressed air versus duster, or spraying versus rolling) within a process may impact on the form of ENM release.
Discussion
The present study comprises a unique comprehensive and systematic review of the available evidence (2000) (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) (2008) (2009) (2010) (2011) (2012) (2013) (2014) (2015) including an explicit assessment of the quality of the data concerning the routes, form and likelihood of exposure for workers across the life cycle of ENMs. Its findings suggest that in occupational settings, based on measurement data and conceptual models available, all three-exposure routes are of relevance for workers handling ENMs. There is high-quality evidence for workers' inhalation exposure and, based mainly on the depends on process/scenario characteristics or whether exposure controls used or not. Table 6 . Continued application of conceptual models and surface samples, high-quality evidence for dermal exposure to ENMs. There are no data for ingestion exposure but conceptual models suggest that when dermal exposure is likely then (inadvertent) ingestion exposure is also likely. In general, a worker with a potential for inhalation exposure also has potential for dermal exposure due to direct deposition on the skin and transfer from contaminated surfaces/objects deposition and transfer resulting from the release of ENMs to the workplace environment. However, for some forms of exposure (e.g. when ENM is in suspension/liquid form), dermal exposure can occur even when inhalation exposure is unlikely. For example, results from high-quality EASs on CNTs (Lee et al., 2010; Dahm et al., 2012; Dahm et al., 2013; Bekker et al., 2015) and TiO 2 (Ham et al., 2012) did not confirm that inhalation exposure occurred during the handling of liquids containing ENMs. However, the same EASs provided evidence that the potential for dermal exposure is likely primarily because of accidental spillages and resulting surface contamination. The findings from this study confirm that (as it is the case for other agents), the likelihood of ENM exposure is affected by the presence of RMMs and the scale of production, with both inhalation and dermal/ingestion exposure being less likely when the process is enclosed. In general, it appears that the form and route of exposure depends more on the nano-activity (i.e. process and operational conditions), than the type of the ENM. The importance of this is evident when looking at situations where exposure was found to be unlikely. For example, there is high-quality evidence that neither inhalation nor dermal exposure occurs in the synthesis of CNT/CNFs, silicon-based, 'other metal oxides' and 'other' ENMs when the process is enclosed. In contrast, for TiO 2 and metals where synthesis can be performed with flame pyrolysis and mechanical reduction (which can at least be partially open processes), results suggest that exposure may occur. For processes that are mostly manual, e.g. cleaning and maintenance, collection/harvesting from reactors, spraying, and finishing as well as those involving feeding into a process, the results seem to be relatively uniform across the ENM groups suggesting an increased likelihood of both inhalation and dermal/ ingestion exposure.
Despite the highlighted general importance of RMM, conclusions about the ability of LECs to prevent exposure by inhalation and/or the dermal/ingestion routes of exposure are somewhat different across ENM groups. This may seem unexpected, but a careful examination of the available evidence suggests that the presence of LECs alone may be insufficient to prevent workers from being exposed. Studies on CNTs involving weighing and mixing activities or handling and transfer of liquid intermediates demonstrate that the effectiveness of the LECs may be higher when large/industrial scale productions are involved. This likely reflects differences in experience, training and/or degree of hazard awareness between workers in large-and small-scale production workplaces. However, it could also pertain to increased ventilation efficiencies, or simply better equipment maintenance.
There are several issues to consider when interpreting the present review findings. Firstly, the analysis was undertaken on defined generic categories of activities/ scenarios. Grouping of exposure assessments into these categories was subject to the contextual information provided within each study and as such, there is potential for misclassification. To minimize this, we tried to assign EASs to categories of activity, based on sufficient information, rather than relying on expert judgement. In the same line, we drew conclusions based on the measurement data available. However, data gaps exist in relation to generic scenarios/activities as well as the exposure conditions within an individual scenario. As such, care must be taken when extrapolating the present results to exposure conditions and/or activities other than those included.
Apart from the released form (agglomerates, embedded in matrix, etc.), we have not reviewed other physicochemical properties of the released material (reactivity, solubility, etc.) as these are not typically reported within studies. However, the processes ENM undergo from handling to dispersion once airborne may lead to changes in their physicochemical properties. Therefore, ENMs released from products in different processes may exhibit different physicochemical and likely toxicological properties compared to the ones of their pristine form (Al-Kattan et al., 2015; Mitrano et al., 2015) . Similarly, the identification of results where single particles or fibres were present or possible is of additional interest, but the toxicological importance of these findings falls out of the remit of the current review.
As expected, the likelihood of exposure was strongly dependant on the physical form of the bulk material, the applied process, and the operational conditions. As reported in Table 5 , for some activities, the results suggest that the likelihood of exposure depended little on the specific type of ENM. For these activities, if information is not available for that specific ENM then readacross approaches from exposure situations of the same activity with similar operational conditions but using a different ENM can be used to provide an indication of the likelihood of exposure.
Most of the assessed EASs included measurement series employing stationary sampling. Consequently, although the findings provide information relevant to the potential occurrence of release from the processes they may not necessarily represent the actual personal exposure status of the worker. Although unimportant for the present assessment of route and form (but not intensity) of exposure, this is a rather important limitation when prioritizing what control measures should be introduced and where.
We have tried to interpret the overall likelihood of exposure for any given scenario in relation to the exposure controls and size of production. However, we were unable to address the effect of other exposure determinants that may be of importance such as personal behaviour and experience, maintenance of hoods and ventilations, as well as general housekeeping practices. In addition, a uniform classification of the size of production, based on the quantities of material involved was not possible due to this information being seldom available. Instead, we relied on a classification based on descriptions provided within each study on the production scales and type of facility. Nevertheless, most (60%) of the included assessments comprised of small-scale investigations within laboratory settings (i.e. researchscale studies) and only 1% of the total number of EASs were from medium and low-income countries. Scenario conditions and adherence to RMM may be very different between countries and our results suggest RMM effectiveness may be higher in large-scale productions than in smaller ones. Consequently, any extrapolations of our findings to low-and medium-income countries or to more realistic large-scale production settings should be cautious.
There were no studies available during the review period measuring ingestion or personal dermal exposure of workers to ENMs. Therefore, we based our likelihood assessments for dermal/ingestion exposure on a method combining the outputs of conceptual exposure models with the results of wipe surface samples (where available) and the judgement of the authors based on visual contamination observed, which although useful does not provide information on the size of the particles. The usefulness of conceptual models in exposure and risk assessment is widely recognized and they form the basis for several generic models used for exposure screening purposes (e.g. STOFFENMANAGER, Advanced Reach Tool) (Marquart et al., 2008; Fransman et al., 2011) as well as for the DeRmal Exposure Assessment Method (DREAM) ( Van-Wendel-de-Joode et al., 2003) . The DREAM is suggested to be reliable for assessment of dermal exposure (van Wendel de Joode et al., 2005a,b) and was previously successfully implemented for the assessment of ENM exposures within the NANOSH research project (Van Duuren-Stuurman et al., 2010) . The findings from this work, although relevant to the present ones, were a priori excluded from the original information sources for the present review. There are two reasons for this. Firstly, the DREAM method is an elaboration of the conceptual model by Schneider et al. (2011) which is also the foundation of the method used in assessing the likelihood of dermal exposure to ENMs within the present study. In addition, the DREAM results presented within Van Duuren-Stuurman et al. (2010) were summarized with little information concerning the underlying scenario conditions (e.g. LECs) present in the assessment. As such this could have potentially masked the effects of the scenario parameters in our assessments.
Nevertheless, we examined the agreement between the findings of the DREAM method and our present study by grouping the exposure likelihood and activities categories of Van Duuren-Stuurman et al. (2010) to a system identical to the one used in our study. We also applied the same approach to aggregating and drawing overall conclusion about the likelihood of dermal exposure and compared the findings with our own. Details of the methodology employed and the results from this specific exercise are detailed in the Supplement E in the Supplementary Material. For those scenarios with available data, in brief, the results of van Duuren-Stuurman et al. indicated that the likelihood of dermal exposure is increased when feeding into a process, packing, extruding, during synthesis of TiO 2 , as well as when retrieving synthesized CNTs from the reactors. In addition, the findings indicated that the likelihood of dermal exposure is reduced when CNT and metal powders are weighed, when liquids containing Si are being handled and when sampling for testing and characterization purposes is performed. These findings are in good agreement with ours, adding strength to the adequacy of the conclusions drawn in both studies. The few observed differences related to weighing and testing and characterization activities are rather difficult to explain given there was no available contextual information on the actual scenario settings by Van Duuren-Stuurman et al. (2010) .
Upon integration of the findings from both studies some of the existing gaps in field measurements (particularly in relation to process feeding activities) were removed whereas the evidence, as well as the overall conclusions drawn, were generally strengthened (Table  E2 in the Supplementary Material). In total, 11 of the 65 overall conclusions were updated with seven concerning only increases in the strength of the provided evidence and a further three concerning the verification of the occurrence of dermal exposure during process feeding activities involving TiO 2 , metals, and 'other' ENMs for which no data were available within the present study. Finally, the conclusion drawn for dermal exposure during the recycling of CNT/CNFs was updated from 'Unclear' to 'Yes'.
The likelihood of dermal exposure in the present review was addressed separately for the individual activities/scenarios involved. However, in real life, processes are unlikely to be independent from the viewpoint of potential for exposure with most or even the whole production occurring within the same area or workplace. This is particularly relevant to small and pilot scale productions, which tend to be the norm and has major implications for the practical application of the results of the present review. It implies that when release is observed within a specific process the likelihood for dermal exposure through surface contamination is increased for all other processes which are performed within the same workplace (Hedmer et al., 2014) , with consequent risk of dermal exposure also. This is a very important consideration for practical protection of workers.
Finally, a potential limitation of the present review may be the inclusion of EASs from studies published only prior to the year 2016. Though an update of the review to include publications published from 2016 onwards would be desirable, we do not believe that this would result in any dramatic changes to our reported conclusions. This is because of the large number of papers and EAS originally reviewed; the fact that not all of the post-2015 published literature will meet the inclusion criteria and the likely persistent small representation of results from EASs from ENMs other than the CNTs, SiO 2 , and TiO 2 .
In conclusion, there is a general lack of measurement data for ENM exposure by the dermal and ingestion routes and for inhalation exposure during activities related to later-stages of the lifecycle (i.e. recycling, incineration, etc.). Despite these limitations, the results of the present systematic literature review suggest that for workers in the manufacture, handling or end-use of ENMs all three routes of exposure (i.e. inhalation, dermal and ingestion) are of relevance. In general, the route and the form of exposure appear to depend mainly on the nano-activity (i.e. process and operational conditions) involved, rather than just the type of the ENM, which is in line with observations for other substances at work. Whenever inhalation exposure occurs, there is an increased likelihood for dermal/ingestion exposure to occur. This is mainly due to surface deposition and transfer resulting from ENMs release to the workplace environment. For some situations, such as the handling and transfer of liquid intermediaries and ready-to-use products, inhalation exposure is unlikely. The outputs from surface samples and conceptual models suggest that dermal exposure does not occur during the reaction phase of synthesis for most ENMs except TiO 2 . However, handling of ENMs in liquid/suspension forms may not totally remove the potential for dermal exposure. There is generally a need for more measurement collection under large-scale industrial production conditions and in low-and medium-income countries. Studies collecting personal measurements to allow better estimation of workers' inhalation exposures, as well as studies providing direct evidence (i.e. measurement data) on dermal and ingestion exposure of workers to ENMs are also necessary.
Supplementary Data
Supplementary data are available at Annals of Work Exposures and Health online.
